EAT YOUR FRUITS AND VEGETABLES GAME

INSTRUCTIONS

1) Roll both dice.
2) Make an addition or a subtraction number sentence (2+3=5 or 3-2=1).
3) Whatever the sum (+ answer) or difference (- answer) is of your number sentence, find that number on the fruits and vegetables of the garden, and cross off that number.
   - Example
     - You roll a 5 and a 4. Your number sentence could be 5+4=9, and cross off fruit 9 on the garden map.
4) The goal is to cross off all 12 fruits and vegetables. The first one to do this wins!
5) Have fun! If you enjoy this activity, and would like to learn more about fruits and vegetables grown in space, please check out NASA's Veggie:
   https://www.nasa.gov/content/growing-plants-in-space

Use the QR Code to check out more STEM opportunities at IASpaceGrant.Org!